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Decor 

"Archaic Fashion"

Decor is the creation of Lone Riis who founded this vintage clothing shop

in 1989. This store's distinctiveness lies in the antique style clothing and

accessories available. With styles dating back to the 18th Century, Decor

promises to give your look an archaic flavor. Women can expect the best

in ball gowns, cocktail dresses and fur coats. Men's tailor-made tweed

suits, representing the 20th Century, are a favorite. One can also find the

classic bijouterie and other such vintage accessories. Decor is primarily a

fashion destination for those who like to experiment with their look every

now and then.

 +45 3314 8098  www.decorvintage.dk/  Rømersgade 9, Copenhagen
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Stasia 

"Elegant Wear"

Stasia is one of the most popular designers in Copenhagen. This shop is

located on Kongens Nytorv and has been around for many years. This is

where many upper-class ladies buy their dresses when they are going to a

big ball. You can buy the clothes you can see in the shop, or have them

specially designed for you. If you choose the latter option you can easily

end up paying in the thousands. They also design wedding dresses, which

are just as beautiful as the rest of the outfits.

 +45 3315 1744  www.stasia.dk  Kongens Nytorv 18 A, Copenhagen
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Fisketorvet Shopping Center 

"Shopping Mall in the Center"

This is the first real shopping mall in the center of Copenhagen. The name

refers to the original use of the premises as the main Copenhagen fish

market. The shopping center is an interesting experience; not only will you

get to choose from more than 100 shops, 15 tempting restaurants and a

huge cinema complex, but you will also see a beautiful piece of Danish

architecture. Built on the waterfront over four floors, the center has

excellent views.

 +45 3336 6400  www.fisketorvet.dk/  Kalvebod Brygge 59, Copenhagen
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